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SUZOHAPP to show the future of Cash Management at RBTE

SUZOHAPP will be exhibiting at the upcoming RBTE, the must-attend event for retail and hospitality organizations which will take place from May 2-3 in London. Visitors are invited to the SUZOHAPP Stand (Booth G091) to see its next-generation solutions for store cash management.

At this year’s RBTE, SUZOHAPP will introduce three new exciting CashComplete™ solutions to the UK market:

- **CashComplete™ SDS-35**, a Smart Deposit Solution which represents a cost-effective method of optimizing the cash deposit process during point of sale and back office operations, helping prevent till shrinkage and giving multiple levels of additional security.
- **CashComplete™ RCS-400 2.2**, a Recycling Cash Solution which streamlines your cash handling with automated till float creation, coin recycling, change facilities, and end of shift deposit and reconciliation. The new 2.2. version comes with a flexible system for different tills.
- **CashComplete™ SPS-700 & SPS-800**, the next-generation Smart POS Solutions. These soon-to-be released solutions leverage best-in-class technology for recycling note & coin systems that have become the benchmark for complete POS automation, securing cash and reducing counterfeits in the check-out lanes.

SUZOHAPP experts help customers choose their ideal combination of CashComplete™ solutions, always connected to the CashComplete™ Connect software, a revolutionary platform which allows you to fully monitor your cash and generate accurate reporting for complete visibility of the cash cycle. The combination of this software intelligence and leading processing technologies transforms your cash handling into a completely automated process.

Additional products showcased at the SUZOHAPP stand will be the CashComplete™ SDS-100 & SDS-150 note deposit systems, the SCAN COIN desktop solutions (DTC-9 and K-2) and a rich selection of cash handling equipment, such as coin and note validators, hoppers and bill recyclers.

“We are excited to participate again at RBTE and meet all our valued customers,” stated Steve Fitton, SCAN COIN UK Sales Director. “Please visit us at RBTE and discover how our solutions can minimize the time you spend dealing with cash handling challenges and maximize your return on investment.”
About SUZOHAPP

SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling automation and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world. SUZOHAPP's technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets, including retail, transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOHAPP’s solutions include cash deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-service component technologies. The brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero, CashComplete™ and Coinco are united under the SUZOHAPP Company. SUZOHAPP’s more than 1,100 employees operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers more than 100 countries. More information is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOHAPP is owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C., a Washington, D.C.-based international private equity investment firm that has responsibility for managing approximately $5.5 billion of capital. For more information, visit www.aconinvestments.com.
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